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Through a collaboration between Niantic, Nintendo, and The Pokémon Company gaming in the real 
world took an entirely new form in the summer of 2016.  By combining global positioning technologies  
with the world of Pokémon, players were immersed in an augmented reality adventure unlike anything 
prior.  Team up with your friends, gather at the local Pokéstop and catch them all!

CHAPTER 1
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The Game
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SECTION 1

Pokémon Go has the makings of an incredibly 
powerful tool for educators to use to help kids 
connect, practice soft skills, and build confi-
dence.

When you read the Pokémon Go Wiki you will 
find out that “Pokémon Go uses GPS to lo-
cate, capture, train, and battle virtual crea-

tures called Pokémon, which appear as if they 
are in the player’s real world location.”  

Your students can play a game of Pokémon 
Go for fun, meet and greet new people and 
for once in a rare blue moon, be physically ac-
tive while doing it.  What other game can do 
all that?

4 Fun Pokémon Go Facts

1. Nintendo stock rose 23% after 
the release of Pokémon Go in 
2016. 

2. Pokémon Go had 15 million 
downloads in its first week of 
release. It also set a new 
record by generating 200m in 
revenue in the first month, 
earning seven times more 
than Candy Crush.

3. At one point Pokémon Go was 
downloaded by 60% of US 
android users with an 
average play time of 43 
minutes.

4. Niantic used locations from 
Ingress, a previous game, to 
construct the Pokémon Go 
world.  Niantic worked 
alongside Nintendo to create 
the app.

Source: thefactsite.com

 

Pokémon Go is an interactive game based on Augmented Reality (AR) in which you catch wild and wondrous 
creatures and join one of three teams, Valor (Red), Mystic (Blue), or Instinct (Yellow).  Get outside with your 
friends and catch them all. 

An Introduction to PG
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Niantic/The Pokémon Company

https://www.thefactsite.com/pokemon-go-facts/
https://www.thefactsite.com/pokemon-go-facts/
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Getting Started
A step by step guide to entering the world of Pokémon Go

Step 1: Download the app on a mobile de-
vice.
Step 2: Register as new player.
- Follow the prompts and setup your user 
name and password.
Step 3: Launch Pokémon Go.
Step 4: Meet Professor Willow and begin 
designing your avatar.
(CASEL Self Awareness)
- Choose your skin tone, hair color, and eye 

color to best suit your style. 
- Dress you avatar to best express yourself 

while playing. You do you!
Step 5: Catch your starter Pokémon from 
the three options.
Step 6: Create an original nickname and 
get outside with your friends!

CASEL Self Awareness Opportunity
By encouraging students to create an digital representa-
tions of themselves, you are providing a brief moment of 
self expression through their avatar’s appearance and 
demeanor. How would you represent yourself in a digital 
world? How would you want people to see you?
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1. Pokémon Go is an augmented reality game 
where the player creates an unique avatar which 
is then displayed on a map based on your GPS 
location.  (CASEL Self Awareness                 
Opportunity)

2. Also located on the map will be images of      
hovering blue discs which represent a Pokéstop. 
Usually Pokéstops are churches, historic         
landmarks, or popular gathering spots. As the 
player visits these Pokéstops, they will be able 
to spin the disc and collect random in-game 
items like Pokéballs, revive, potions, and 
Pokémon lures. The more your player moves 
from stop to stop, the more items you can        
collect. (CASEL Social Awareness                 
Opportunity)

Gameplay Basics
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3.As players move from Pokéstop to Pokés-
top, random Pokémon will appear around 
your player’s avatar.  If you touch any of 
the Pokémon on your screen, your avatar 
will   attempt to catch them.  Hopefully you 
have  collected Pokéballs by now!!!  
(CASEL Responsible Decision  Making 
Opportunity)

4. How to throw the ball?  The number of     
variables involved with catching one type 
of Pokémon versus another is amazing. To    
prevent us from writing 100 pages on this 
subject, we simply say touch the ball at the 
bottom of your screen and swipe up.  If 
you miss, then try again! (CASEL Self  
Management Opportunity)

5. The remainder of this book is devoted to    
explaining how Pokémon Go connects with 
CASEL’s 5 Core Competencies.  Enjoy 
and happy hunting.
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Pokéstops before and    
after spinning for items.

Pokemon located.
GLHF!



Pokémon Teams: 
Mystic, Instinct, & Valor
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When your player reaches level 5 and taps on 
a nearby gym, they will be prompted to join 
one of three teams. Think of these teams as so-
cial clubs and being on one or another affords 
you access to gyms controlled by your team.  

Example: TEAM MYSTIC gyms are repre-
sented on the map with the color BLUE.  If you 
are a member of Team Mystic, then you can 
place your best collected Pokémon into the 
gym to do battle with other players passing by.  
The longer your Pokémon stays in a gym the 
more coins they earn for your player, which 
can then be converted into in-game purchases.

CASEL- Responsible Decision 
Making Opportunity
Encouraging your students to choose the most appropri-
ate team is possibly the most responsible decision they 
will make at the start of this game!  IF EVERY GYM IN 
TOWN IS RED, then your town has a lot of TEAM VALOR 
representation.  Make sure your student is aware of the 
local landscape as it is hard to change teams.

#TeamMystic #TeamValor #TeamInstinct
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Gyms and Raid Battles!
Unlimited SEL Moments
To an educator, Gyms offer an unlimited amount of       
social emotional learning opportunities.  Many of these 
moments will be referenced in Chapter 2, so in order to 
prevent possibly spoiling anything, this page will explain 
the literal aspect of Gyms and Raid Battles.

When you open Pokémon Go and begin navigating your 
location you are bound to stumble across a gym which is 
1) RED, BLUE, or YELLOW, 2) shaped like a dome, and 
3) has a Pokémon hovering above it. Welcome to #Gym-
Life.

• Gyms offer great spots for your students to group up 
and work together.

• Students can gain experience planning the logistics 
of meeting up in person or remotely using “Remote 
Raid Passes”. Discord or Google Classrooms are 
great locations for planning.

• Raid Battles (seen in the image with 2:45) are an op-
portunity for everyone to defeat a difficult Pokémon 
as a group and add it to your Pokédex.



The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL) has been championing SEL 
education since 1994. By combining CASEL’s 5 Core Competencies of Social Emotional Learning 
with gaming experiences, we have an opportunity to truly promote social emotional learning through 
gaming.  This chapter is devoted to connecting the actions of Pokémon Go with the 5 Core 
Competencies.

CHAPTER 2
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CASEL’s 5 Core and Pokémon Go

CASEL, 2021

https://casel.org
https://casel.org


Playing Pokémon Go with your students or simply 
encouraging them to get together with other stu-
dents and play can make a world of difference in 
the lives of your students. 

One of our goals at the Video Game Clubs of 
America is to provide safe spaces for kids to 
break down social stereotypes and see one an-
other       beyond the stereotypes.  Gaming is, and 
always will be, the best method for students to 
meet one       another on a first name basis, share 
a common    experience, and develop life long re-
lationships.  
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The next sections of this 
book are devoted to pro-
viding specific gaming ex-
amples which align with 
the 5 Core Competencies.

#LettttssssGOOOO!!!!!
#RethinkGaming    #EveryoneGames!  #ForTheWin

CASEL, 2021
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Self Awareness                         
Examples

• Integrating personal and 
social identities
• Identifying personal, cultural, 
and linguistic assets
• Identifying one’s emotions
• Demonstrating honesty and 
integrity
• Linking feelings, values, and 
thoughts
• Examining prejudices and 
biases
• Experiencing self-efficacy
• Having a growth mindset
• Developing interests and a 
sense of purpose

Self Management                   
Examples

• Managing one’s emotions
•Identifying and using 

stress management 
strategies!

• Exhibiting self-discipline 
and self-motivation
• Setting personal and 
collective goals
• Using planning and 
organizational skills
• Showing the courage to 
take initiative
• Demonstrating personal 
and collective agency

CASEL 5 CORE EXAMPLES
Social Awareness                     
Examples

• Taking others’ perspectives
• Recognizing strengths in 
others
• Demonstrating empathy and 
compassion
• Showing concern for the 
feelings of others
• Understanding and 
expressing gratitude
• Identifying diverse social 
norms, including unjust ones
•Recognizing situational 
demands and opportunities
•Understanding the influences 
of organizations and systems on 
behavior

CASEL, 2021
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CASEL 5 CORE EXAMPLES
Relationship Skills                                                   
Examples

• Communicating effectively
• Developing positive relationships
• Demonstrating cultural competency
• Practicing teamwork and collaborative 
problem-solving
• Resolving conflicts constructively
• Resisting negative social pressure
• Showing leadership in groups
• Seeking or offering support and help 
when needed
• Standing up for the rights of others

Responsible Decision                                           
Making Examples

• Demonstrating curiosity and open-
mindedness
• Learning how to make a reasoned 
judgment after analyzing information, data, 
and facts
• Identifying solutions for personal and social 
problems
• Anticipating and evaluating the 
consequences of one’s actions
• Recognizing how critical thinking skills are 
useful both inside and outside of school
• Reflecting on one’s role to promote 
personal, family, and community well-being 
• Evaluating personal, interpersonal, 
community, and institutional impacts

CASEL, 2021



SECTION 1

Probably the easiest idea to develop into fruition is 
that of establishing a “School Pokémon Team”.  I 
know it sounds crazy, but when you think about what 
developing a team for your kids will do for them so-
cially and emotionally, it then makes a lot of sense.   

When school returned in the fall of 2016, the 
Pokémon Go craze was in full effect and people were 
blindly walking into traffic and trespassing on army 
bases to get a shot at that elusive Snorlax.  Do you 
remember hearing the stories on the news?

Members of the Chambersburg Pokémon Go squad meet up in historic Chambersburg, Pennsylvania to do battle 
and take down rival gyms in the area.

Creating a School Team
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Five years into the game’s launch, the fad has come 
and gone and what is left are actual gaming communi-
ties.  Many of these communities exist based on geo-
graphic locations and can be found online in virtual 
spaces like Discord Servers or Facebook Groups. 

Jump online and see what exists in your area.  Do not 
be afraid to ask for help as the community is open and 
welcoming.

- Look for students who are into gaming and are natural 
leaders at first.  Be aware that some of these people 
may be a turn off for the real students you are trying 
connect with though.  

- Host a meeting and sign up potential members to or-
ganize a schedule and build the hype.

- Plot a schedule that is attainable and easy for people 
to meet.  DO NOT OVERDUE IT!!! 

- Organize your students by teams (Valor, Mystic, or In-
stinct) to promote camaraderie.  

CASEL 5 & Poké Teams
Showing the Courage to Take Initiative            
(Self Management)
Have students design a logo or poster advertisement 
for the team with the intent of being presented to the 
group and school. This is the perfect opportunity for 
your artsy kids to show their stuff, though in my ex-
periences they may need to be encouraged to pub-
licize their work.

14

Tips to Starting a Club
Demonstrating Cultural Competency                             
(Relationship Skills)
Have your students develop, organize, and maintain an 
online presence.  This can be accomplished with the 
monster social media platforms like Instagram, Snap-
chat, and Twitter, or simply accomplished with a Google 
Classroom. Having given the keys of social media to 
students in the past you must be prepared to crash and 
burn while becoming viral!!! How much publicity is up 
to you, but in the end whomever is posting needs to 
demonstrate an understanding of your expectations 
and what is appropriate.
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Have the students identify a local Pokégym which they 
could take over as a group. Students should be organ-
ized into action and gymnasium domination.  How long 
can your students hold onto their newly acquired 
gym?  

Setting Collective Goals                              
(Self Management)

Demonstrating Curiosity and Open
Mindedness (Responsible Decision Making)

Developing Interests and Purpose                              
(Self Awareness)
How did you make your first friend?  I bet you found a 
common interest and shared it with one another! If you, 
the mentor, put your mentees in an opportunity to de-
velop relationships by joining a team, you will have 
done your good deed for the day.  Gaming has the 
power to unite and help kids find purpose so let it!  

Demonstrating Empathy and Compassion                              
(Social Awareness)
The members of your team will all have different collec-
tions of Pokémon making up their Pokédex. It is a guar-
antee that some of your students will be more success-
ful than others at catching Pokémon.  Use this mo-
ment to teach compassion for people who are un-
successful as the ability to relate to one another in 
the real world cannot be under scored enough.  Let’s be honest! Joining a team is not for everyone, let 

alone a non-traditional team based on a video game 
in which you catch wild and amazing pocket monsters 
by hurling balls at them!  To join this team you need a 
sense of openness and a bit of curiosity.  The game it-
self is not intimidating as winning is not really the goal, 
collecting, hanging out, and adventuring is.  By en-
couraging a bit of curiosity and willingness to try 
you can make a lifelong impact on a students life.



SECTION 2

In the very first year of Pokémon Go, my Video 
Game Club booked a field trip to the Gettysburg Bat-
tlefield, which in case you don’t know, is a hotbed 
for Pokémon because EVERY statue is a Pokéstop. 

According to the National Parks Service, it is exactly 
1,328 monuments!!! #AreYouKiddingMe 

As most field trips go, we ordered a school bus, 
charged every kid $10 to cover the costs, collected 
permission forms and departed from school one 
Thursday afternoon.  On this bus were 35 students 
and 3 adults.  

In addition to visiting the battlefield, our students 
planned a pitstop at Mr. Ed’s Elephant Museum and 

Planning a Field Trip
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Students of the Career Magnet School stop for a photo at the top of Little Round Top at the Gettysburg 
National Military Park in 2016.



Candy Emporium in Ortanna, Pennsylvania on the 
way to the military park in Gettysburg and an ice 
cream outing at Mr. G’s Ice Cream as the final stop.

As the students got on the bus and permission forms 
were collected by a chaperone, the CMS VGC stu-
dent leadership ran through a quick check list with all 
who were riding that day.

Questions asked by Saurav Patel:

- Have you downloaded Pokémon Go onto your mo-
bile device? 

- Did you have a buddy or two to walk with when we 
get off the bus? 

- Does everyone have a couple bucks to spend on 
something to drink or a friend to buy for you?

- Does everyone have Mr. Bound’s phone number in 
case you get separated from the group?

As we made our way to Mr. Ed’s Candy Emporium the 
students talked about the game, experiences they had 
had with gaming, and even about some homework. 

When we arrived at our first stop, we were excited to 
find that Mr. Ed’s was actually identified by Pokémon 
Go as being one Pokéstop and one gym.  Naturally, the 
kids destroyed the inhabitants and took over the gym. 
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Rowan and Cadmen with   
Mr. Ed himself in 2016.

Mr. Ed’s Candy Emporium, 
July 2021

https://www.nps.gov/gett/index.htm
https://www.nps.gov/gett/index.htm
https://www.nps.gov/gett/index.htm
https://www.nps.gov/gett/index.htm
https://www.nps.gov/gett/index.htm
https://mistereds.com
https://mistereds.com
https://mistereds.com
https://mistereds.com
https://mistereds.com


Once we arrived at the Military Park, we were over-
whelmed by the numbers of Pokéstops, literally every 
monument.   The game was afoot!!!!  Kids were collect-
ing, trading, and evolving so many Pokémon, it was 
wild!  Students would plan our routes to the most his-
toric of places to not only collect these pocket monsters 
but to learn about what happened in July of 1863.  

After three hours of climbing Devil’s Den, learning about 
Col. Chamberlain’s defense of the flank, and seeing the 
high water mark, the students took time to climb the 

Pennsylvania monument and pose for one of my favor-
ite memories with my son dotting the final exclamation 
point.  And yes, we were dabbing in 2016!!!!
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Whether it is discussing what ball to throw to catch a 
Weedle or figuring out what flavor ice cream to buy, 
students who venture out in a group will naturally 
benefit from practicing self efficacy. This is your 
chance to enjoy being a mentor!  Encourage 
speaking and helping your students experience 
life for themselves.

Players are destined to both get angry when they can’t 
catch a legendary Pokémon and jubilant when they do! 
This emotional roller coaster is your chance to 
teach breathing, counting to calm down, and hug-
ging it out on a friend’s shoulder.

Identifying One’s Emotions (Self Manage)

Experience Self-Efficacy (Self Manage)

Recognizing Strengths in Others                    
(Socially Aware)
Students recognized who was good at throwing    
Pokéballs and being successful rather quickly on our 
outing.  The students who were not so talented both 
complimented the successful student and then asked 
for advice. It is easy to empower students to to 
lead one another! Do not be shocked when the 
quiet kids are the best at something like throwing 
digital balls and the cool kids are not. Enjoy      
destroying stereotypes.

Many of the students realized how quickly their time 
and energy were zapped from the walking and emo-
tional highs and lows.  The discussion on the bus ride 
home was directly tied to how many of them ran out 
of Pokéballs or lacked energy and did not plan a few 
steps down the road.  On the other hand, many of 
the students told stories of how their actions lead to 
positive outcomes.  All in all, it was an awesome 
outcome.

Anticipating Consequences of One’s Actions              
(Responsible Decision)

CASEL 5 Core & Field Trips



Demonstrating how having a “Growth Mindset” is im-
portant, as working to better their Pokémon catching 
techniques and tactics will result in achieving goals 
and milestones both individually and in a group.  
Now would be a great time to discuss how we set 
goals and organize ourselves to achieve suc-
cess.  I mean you need to have a plan if you want to 
catch 400 Magikarp candy for ONE Gyarados!

Having a Growth Mindset (Self Manage)
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Some students naturally want responsibility and to 
lead, telling their friends what to do.  Though this is 
both an awesome and frightening power, students 
need to be empowered to organize and plan outings. 
Something about seeing a plan coming to fruition is 
amazing!  Your students gain experience and you 
gain respect for helping them become solid citi-
zens.

Showing Leadership in Groups                      
(Relationship Skills)



SECTION 3

Probably the most important aspect to Pokémon Go is 
the ability to collect over 600 different creatures with 
the ability to trade amongst friends and peers.  

Like baseball cards were to the 1960’s and 1970’s, 
Pokémon cards were launched in 1999, in much the 
same way, to fill the same void.  With the creation of 

Pokémon characters like Pikáchu and Ash Kethcum, it 
was only a matter of time before movies, cartoons, 
stuffed animals and the likes hit the global market 
place.  Today, the Pokémon brand is estimated to be 
the highest grossing franchise in the world at over 
$105 billion.  To say Pokémon and its creatures are 
collectable is understatement. 

Trading and Collecting

21Source: CASEL, 2021

Cadmen and Gwendolyn Bound trade Pokémon inside on a hot day in July. I believe, in the end, it was a 
Darmanitan for a Baltoy.



Steps 2 and 3: 
Propose Trade and Confirm Trade
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Steps to Trading & Collecting

Step 1: Find a Trading Partner
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Step 4:
Add Your New Pokémon to Your 
Pokédex

#GottaCatchThemAll
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CASEL 5 Core & Trading

At the core of every trade is a conversation of sorts.  
Some of your students, like mine, need to be encour-
aged to speak up in extremely social situations, BUT 
in this case these transactions are small and per-
sonal.  Why someone wants a certain type of 
Pokémon will lead to further conversation and help 
develop communication skills needed in life.  Who 
knew a video game could do all of that?

Learning How to Make Reasoned Judgements 
Based on Analysis  (Responsible Decision)

Identifying and Using Stress 
Management Strategies (Self Manage)

Communicating Effectively                      
(Relationship Skills)

True story. If it takes 400 Magikarp candy to evolve 
into one Gyarados, you will need to figure out how to 
collect 134 Magikarp, who have the individual street 
value of 3 candy each.  Is this worth your time?  If 
you have ever seen a Gyarados (above) then your 
analysis of cost and time might become adjusted, 
because you will find reasonable ways to speed 
things up. In the end it is simple math really!

Not everyone will want to trade their biggest and bad-
dest Pokémon.  Teaching your students to take a 
step back, breathe, and ask another student to trade 
seems like it would not need to be taught, but it does.  
If that student wants to collect a certain set of 
Pokémon, then maybe a new plan of action needs to 
be hatched. Teaching students to deal with small 
amounts of stress in Pokémon Go will easily 
translate later on when things get really hectic.



Understanding and Expressing Gratitude
(Social Awareness)
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We cannot overemphasize the importance of teach-
ing your students to be grateful when trading occurs.  
First, be grateful the other person took time to trade 
with you, and second, say thank you for actually trad-
ing the desired Pokémon.  When people feel they 
aren’t appreciated or understood, bad things happen! 
We suggest hand shakes, clubs greetings, and using 
names, followed by appropriate gratitude when trad-
ing is concluded.  Model desired behavior and en-
force your expectations as much as possible.

Demonstrating Honesty and Integrity
(Self Awareness)
This wouldn’t seem like it would be obvious while con-
sidering trading and collecting Pokémon, but you 
might be surprised.  Students when asked to trade by 
another student have a decision to make.  Most will 
inquire as to what is being sought and offered before 
answering, but some will just jump to the end and 
make a judgement call on the possible trade.  Do 
they lie and say they don’t have that Pokémon? Will 
someone try to manipulate the trade to be unfair for 
the other party? Insert teachable moment here. Rowan and Cadmen demonstrate how easy it is to trade Pokémon.



We would like to thank everyone who inspired the creation of this book.  It has always been our 
intention to help educators visualize gaming as an important social emotional tool and we hope that 
you and your students have as much fun hanging out as they do playing.  Thank you and if you have 
questions about Pokémon Go or have an idea for another game to promote SEL, please drop us a 
line.

CHAPTER 3
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Contributors and Contacts
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